In order to provide access to resources that use https, your EZproxy server must be configured with an [SSL certificate](https://help.oclc.org/Library_Management/EZproxy/Database_stanzas/Tugg_Streaming).

AnonymousURL *.otf
AnonymousURL *.woff*
Title Tugg Streaming (updated 20180323)
HTTPHeader -request -process X-TUGG-CODE
URL https://SITENAME.tugg.com
Host SITENAME.tugg.com
DJ tugg.com

Find "/assets/"+document.location.hostname
Replace "/assets/SITENAME.tugg.com"
NeverProxy d3llxikfpe4pa2.tugg.com
AnonymousURL -*

Where SITENAME is replaced with the site name provided to you by Tugg.com. If you do not know your site name, please contact [Tugg.com](https://help.oclc.org/Library_Management/EZproxy/Database_stanzas/Tugg_Streaming).